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The real Christmas story is the story of God becoming
a human being in the Person of Jesus Christ. Why did
God do such a thing? Because He loves us! Why was
Christmas necessary? Because we needed a Saviour!
Why does God love us so much? Because He is love
itself (1 John 4:8).

Bishop Allwyn D’Silva
Chairperson
Commission for Ecology,
Conference of Catholic Bishops of India
Auxiliary Bishop of Bombay

Why do we celebrate Christmas each year? Out of
gratitude for what God did for us, we remember His
birth by giving each other gifts, worshipping Him, and
being especially conscious of the poor and less
fortunate.
The true meaning of Christmas is love. God loved His
own and provided a way—the only Way—for us to
spend eternity with Him. He gave His only Son to take
our punishment for our sins. He paid the price in full,
and we are free from condemnation when we accept
that free gift of love. “But God demonstrated His own
love for us in this: while we were still sinners, Christ
died for us” (Romans 5:8).
Let us celebrate love this Christmas and also in the
coming year 2021. Pope Francis in the encyclical
Fratelli Tutti states that love is more than just a series
of benevolent actions - our love for others, for who
they are, moves us to seek the best for their lives
(#94); and therefore our vocation is to form a
community composed of brothers and sisters who
accept and care for one another (#96).
This Christmas can we make another person happy
who may not belong to our group, who is different
from us so that we can make a community of love?
Let us also remember our forgotten neighbour Mother Earth, and harmonise with the natural world.
Have a love-filled Christmas and New Year!
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...and
now what
Remember standing on a crowded Mumbai
railway platform? Seems a long long time
ago... And then suddenly we'd be rudely
pushed into the oncoming Mumbai Local?
Sigh, we miss that! And once aboard, there
wouldn't be a toe-hold but a wee little space
for a fourth seat on a three seater. That
fourth place always came with the word
'adjust'.
Resources on planet Earth are getting
scarce. So we've got to 'adjust' and make a
change. That's why this is 'The Change
Issue.'
It's nearly Christmas. The Poinsettia leaves
have also 'changed' from green to festive
red and our cover celebrates it. Like divine
love that changes lives and renews history.
Change is everywhere.
You've heard the story of the one shepherd
who had nothing to give. While the others
offered gifts, he stood embarrassed, a little
away from the others. Mary found it difficult
to handle both, the gifts and the Baby. She
saw that poor shepherd with empty hands
and put the baby Jesus in his arms. His
hands, that were always empty now became
the cradle of God.
God decided to give us the Earth, Sky, Sun,
Oceans and everything that was good. He
found our hands to be the cradle of
Humanity.

Till date, we didn't do much good to it. So
then, it is 2020 and a time to rethink |
reminagine | reinvent everything. Once again
we are given a chance to 'be the change'.
Across the world, people have embraced the
opportunity and have started to take
measures to combat the climate emergency
and hope that future generations might have it
better. 2020 may just be the hottest year. It
definitely was the saddest with so many
climate refugees. Besides humans, animals,
birds and forests were also facing the worst.
But let's be optimistically hopeful.
Over the past issues, we've talked about how
you've turned urban farmers. In this issue,
we're talking about Food Forests (pg.15),
creating biodegradable household products
(pg.12) and seeing people come up with
amazing ideas including edible cutlery and
stores you can fill your containers in (pg.10).
In 2020, we've also been our best selves and
not only survived but thrived. Some of you
told us what 'change means' (pg.23) and
there's something all of us can take forward.
No pressure. Take what you can and do what
you must. Just don't forget there's no Planet
B. And I know you're saying, we're going to
live on Mars. Yes, sure. After doing what
we've done to Earth, we're totally trained to
do the same on Mars. For now, let’s please
‘adjust’ on Earth.

The Editorial Team
Fr Joseph Gonsalves
Head, Archdiocesan Office for Environment

Fr Luke Rodrigues SJ
Shawna Nemesia Rebello
Ciboni Vaz
Michelle Inez D’souza
Allan Rodrigues
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AOE Diary
• The Season of Creation 2020 culminated with
the Songs of Creation - New Rhythm, New
Hope with singers from India and Globally on
4th October 2020 on our YouTube channel in
collaboration with the Commission for
Ecology. We also supported the latter’s
Closing Prayer Service.
• The webinar Positive Pathways to Climate
Action #PerspectivesFromAPause held on
11th October 2020 brought about knowledge
sharing and efforts towards climate action
around Water, Alternative Energy, Food,
Waste and Marine Ecosystems. It was
organised collaboratively by the Commission
for Ecology, the AOE, the Indian Catholic
Youth Movement and supported by the
Institute for Community Organisation
Research.

• The Laudato Si’-based Advent Eco Calendar
2020 by the FABC-Office of Human
Development/Climate Change Desk indicates
reflective, contemplative and an actionoriented activity for each day of Advent. Hope
you’ve seen it.
• To mark World Soil Day 2020 on 5th
December, the Celebrating Harvests video
showcased a few celebratory clips in cultural
settings that rejoice in the produce of the
earth. Through these harvest festival dances,
we hope you pick up the delicate thread that
joins production, sustenance and rejuvenation
of resources in these particularly tough times.
• We also hope to engage more effectively with
our Eco Ambassadors, and thus initiated a
preliminary skill mapping exercise in October
2020.

Congratulatory Message to the Animators:
The Archdiocesan Office for Environment congratulates every one
from the diocese who have completed the Laudato Si’ Animators
course conducted by the Global Catholic Climate Movement this year:
• Annie Gomez

• Ignatius Serrao

• Rita D’Sa

• Anthony Dias

• Oswald D’Cunha

• Sunita Valladares
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The plastic-waste
collecting Santa.
Victor D'Mello

St Michael, Mahim.

It’s been a busy few months for Victor. From around
September this year, he’s devoted time towards environmental
initiatives in the community - mainly the collection of empty
Tetra Pak Cartons and mixed plastics.

4683

Tetra Pak Cartons
Nine residential colonies
+ one school

79.5 kg

mixed plastic waste
Five residential colonies
collected by Bisleri through
Sampurna Earth

Now that’s how a few people decide to
be the change.
How about we join in and do our bit?
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Living up to belief,
naturally!
Annie Gomez - Eco Ambassador Our Lady of the Visitation, Nerul.
The Season of Creation, celebrated earlier this year, saw billions come together globally.
As part of the Global Catholic Climate Movement, Our Lady of the Visitation, Nerul offered
a Laudato Si’ mass celebrated by Fr Anthony Moses, Assistant Parish Priest. And here’s
what brought even more meaning...
The Green Cell decorated the Altar with saplings
instead of the usual floral bouquets and the
church was made beautiful with gravel and
stones, water and flowering plants.

Now that’s how a little goes a long way. If we’d only make that change from
buying bouquets and use what we already have around us. If you’ve done that
in your homes and workplaces or in the Parish, let us know…

Green Thinking as part
of community culture.
Oswald Dcunha - Eco Ambassador St Joseph, Mira Road.
COVID-19 gave all of us a chance to #Rethink. And Oswald did
too. He encouraged people to reduce their ecological footprint by
simple living, consuming less, not wasting food and discouraging
use of single-use plastics. Oswald spent time talking to
neighbours about the house gardens and also started a Banana
plantation in one of the residential colonies.
He says, “these are little changes but most
of us have become environmentally
conscious in our homes as well as in our
communities. This will go a long way...”
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A call, a challenge
and new beginnings.
Rudyard Gomes

St Anthony, Malwani, Malad West.

Albert Einstein may have said, and we quote “the world will not be destroyed by those
who do evil, but by those who watch them without doing anything.”
St Anthony, Malwani, Malad West, virtually celebrated Parish Family Day on November
8, 2020, with the theme ‘care for our common home’ - the clarion call from the Pope.
The Canticle of the Sun set the tone and Fr Agnelo Fernandes, Parish Priest, talked
about COVID-19 being the best teacher, training attention towards the environment.
His message, “Take your candle, go light your world.”
Bishop Allwyn D’Silva, commended the efforts of the Parish, and suggested the
formation of a Green Team. Yucca Gomes, PPC Vice-President, talked about going
further with a Green Parish. Sr Manisha Gonsalves rscj, set the challenge with, “You
and I can make a difference. Are we ready?”
Here’s what the zones of the Parish presented...
Home gardening as a way to go organic in a limited space; Water as a finite resource;
‘The Dance of Creation’, depicted the ‘Descent of Creation’ from Beauty to Monstrosity
through a biblical sequence on the 7 days of God’s creation; Deforestation and the
hazards of Global Warming through a thought provoking presentation ‘Earth for Sale’;
Global Warming and Best out of Waste.
Zeenaida and Royston Gracias introduced each presentation with well-researched facts
encouraging the participants to think about change.

Everything makes a difference.
You get to decide the kind of change you make!
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A Boy About Town.
Ciboni Vaz

Sacred Heart, Vashi.

A lot is happening that allows us to make a change.
Adrish Stores allows you to bring in your own containers
and buy what you need. So that’s zero packaging. It’s
organic too, so no chemicals.
But what about liquids then? Adrish has solutions for
those too, as does Refillable - bringing the refill revolution
closer home. Refillable tops up your containers with
environmentally-friendly dishwash liquids, detergents,
personal care and other home-care products. Their
innovative concept of tech-driven delivery allows you to
bring your containers and fill only what you need. Or buy
metal containers from them and reuse forever.
And there’s edible cutlery too. Oriqa, Bakeys and Edible
Pro offer a unique, fun and eco-friendly dining experience!
Eat your cutlery after you’ve eaten with it. Made from
different flours like rice, wheat and sorghum - they are
edible. And if you don’t want to eat them, they’re
biodegradable.
The clothes and fabric we discard may not always
biodegrade though. The fashion industry is one of the
biggest polluters on the planet. Due to the amount of
production and lack of recycling methods, 73% of fabric
waste ends up in the landfills. But with a little imagination,
they can be upcycled. The marginalised artisans of India
also get employed through this. A win-win for all. Look up
the amazing folks at Doodlage, Punah, Pomogrenade
and RaasLeela. Just like them, ‘No New Clothes’ is a
rule we must all adapt to.
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On the same lines there’s a new concept that’s
taking wing in India - Thrift Stores.
Refash, Fairtrunk and Stockpyl have totally changed
the idea of secondhand fashion and clothes
swapping! If you follow them, you’re sure to
sometimes even find unworn branded clothes that
somebody didn’t fit in. We all know that story…
Then there’s The Robin Hood Army which is at war
with one of the world's biggest enemies - Hunger!
This brigade is on a mission to provide food
consistently to the ones in need!
A completely volunteer-based organisation, the
Robins work tirelessly to collect surplus food from
restaurants, party venues and community gatherings
to serve the hungry. Roti Bank does something
similar.
And of course, let’s not forget Safai Bank, Bisleri’s
Bottles4Change Initiative, The Kabadiwala, Project
Mumbai that collect your household waste mainly
plastic.

For more, look up here.
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How about we
#Reimagine
Giselle Wilson - Eco Ambassador Our Lady of Lourdes, Orlem, Malad West.
What started out as a passion project in college is
now a start-up called Revive Design and Giselle,
an Eco Ambassador Batch of 2019 is living her
credo.
Revive Designs transforms fruit peels, vegetable
waste and even tea leaves to beautiful eco-friendly
materials and utilitarian products. They reuse
organic waste to create a wood-like non-toxic
material called ‘B2N’ which stands for B:
Biodegradable + 2N: made from Natural additives
and is Non-toxic. See pics how tea leaves, citrus
peels, and corn waste become something else
altogether in the adjoining pics.
Giselle holds a degree in product design from MIT
Pune and has done other courses on sustainable
design. She “wants to design products which
contribute to a better and greener future and will
not accumulate in landfills. Mother Earth gives
everything we have today, but unfortunately, we
almost never factor that in while designing our
products. We just treat Mother Nature as an
endless resource. At Revive Designs, we aim to
create products that care for nature and society.”

Follow them on Instagram @the.revivedesign or text ‘Revive
Updates’ to +91 9970382098 on WhatsApp to join the broadcast
group or email giselle.revive@gmail.com
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What COVID-19
taught me.
Joyce Fernandes St Anthony, Malwani, Malad West.
“Here on earth, to live is to change; and to change often, is to become more perfect.”
Blessed John Henry Newman

This year’s Season of Creation brought home a lot. especially with COVID-19,
an eye-opener about ecological change.
We’ve caused Mother Earth to age faster, with parts of her being torn and
destroyed. Yet she keeps giving. Fresh air, grain, fish, fruit and more. Pope
Francis has called for ecological conversion, to save the environment and
ourselves. In celebrating the life of St Francis of Assisi, also called Earth
Advocate, this message comes alive.
All around there’s littering, indiscriminate use of single-use plastic and air
pollution. But there’s a chance to still make that change.

Globally, plastics are recycled and are used in the construction of roads, lining
of roofs, etc. LED lights and solar power that help in conserving energy; water
harvesting and conservation; preventing food wastage, and working collectively
at reducing garbage goes a long way. Composting at home is another way of
making a difference at a very local level.
2020 has challenged us to think deeply; to spring out our emotions and love
Mother Earth once more. Let’s change unhealthy habits, be responsible, and
save our planet together.

We wholeheartedly agree.
That’s a positive affirmation that we can and we must...
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Our feathered
friends.
Belinda Lopes -

Eco Ambassador

St John the Baptist, Thane.

We cannot overlook nature’s food chain. Trees are alive and healthy
with beetles, worms, caterpillars, and other life forms. They provide
food for the birds and everything dependent on them.
The cycle of life depends on forests, rivers, meadows, glaciers, even
deserts that seem arid. God’s tasked us with taking care of them
but most of us aren’t doing a good job of it. But thanks to a few
green warriors and earth lovers, there’s still hope for change.
Now, we’re doing away with trees but what of the birds who need a
constant supply of food and water that they can easily locate and
consume? cue bird feeders and bird baths to keep the birds fed,
hydrated and alive.

Making homemade bird feeders for our backyard feathered friends
is a fun way for kids to get to know native birds. And of course it is a
great way to help out our feathered friends when their food sources
are scarce. Want to build your own bird feeder, click here for some
ideas.
Here are the bird feeders made from best out of waste materials, at
St John the Baptist High School & Jr. College, Thane.

You’ll love making them. click here for some ideas.
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Turning the tide with
a food forest.
George Remedios -

Eco Ambassador

Sacred Heart, Santa Cruz West.

George has been building Food Forests across Mumbai and surrounding areas.
Till date, there are 10 Food Forests and he’s just begun another one. These
Food Forests take years to establish and boost biodiversity but produce food
and that’s not all....
Imagine watching the fruits grow and then picking one. Absolute bliss. And the
body reacts too, translating this joy into something priceless...
George builds Food Forests for tribals to earn a better living, and at orphanages
and schools too. Here’s why • Increases Green Cover
• Boosts Biodiversity
• Absorbs UV Radiation
• Cools The Surroundings
• Feeds Humans
• Feeds Local Wildlife
• Sequesters Atmospheric Carbon
• Great Way To Manage Biodegradable Waste
• Brings Communities Closer
• Produces Oxygen
• Promotes A Circular Economy
• Empowers Women In Tribal Communities

George runs The Turning Tide Foundation. Get in touch.
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Wake Up!
Sandhya A. Fernandes
Aldona, Bardez, Goa.

Wake up! Wake up dear
Sleep not long, the end is near
Is it a dream full of fear?
No, it’s a reality to endure.
Trees are cut down mercilessly
Waters are polluted endlessly
There is no clean air to breathe
Sadly, the ozone layer depletes.
Let us gear up, swing into action
Whether big, small or a fraction
Avoid earth’s negative reaction
Plant trees, save God’s creation.
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The Change is Here!
Odette D'Cunha
St Joseph, Mira Road.

The clock struck twelve
Everyone thought
'This is going to be my year’
And then the year began.
While one was battling as a frontline worker,
Another was working from home
While the little ones learnt distantly,
People relied on technology that works instantly.
Social gatherings reduced
But family time increased.
Restaurant dining was a thing of the past
Banana bread and Dalgona coffee posts on instagram were a blast.
Life continued its course.
Some fought illness and some unseen battles
Prayer the greatest strength,
Kindness, the need of every hour.
Months have passed and people are only waiting for the next year
For a better change.
But, why not be the change we want to see in the world?
As 2020 ends we thank God for everything we hold dear.
We'll smile and say the change is now
The change is here.
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Our Newborn Baby!
Rose Dennis
Sacred Heart, Vashi.

Can you feel Him in your arms
In a manger, Oh so warm
Cradled in Mother Nature
Amidst lovely creatures?
I can see those cheerful eyes
Looking at me, Oh so bright!
The calling for the upright,
To soothe the world's cries.
With greetings of peace
Build bridges of love,
Join hands with Angels
Healing the world, like a dove.
He is the Almighty - our God
He's come again to be born
In our midst, as our Lord
To be of help for the forlorn.
Let's share the joyous news
Of our Holy Child laying bare,
Oh, take heed to the cues
He calls for nature's care.
Heed the shepherds calling
Amidst the snow falling,
Oh save the lush green meadows
It takes some courage although
Our Newborn Baby!
A new beginning, a new call
A newfound hope for all…
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We Stood In, We Stand On,
And We Will Rise...
Dr Sr Lalitha Rosali SSpS
Holy Spirit Hospital, Andheri

Much had we loved the year 2020 and grasped it in the joyous bounty.
Life of young and old was twinkling,
That dreamt of living, as life-giving.
Silent globe choked, to the entry of a Virus, as
Wuhan breathed out the COVID-19, a pandemic surprise.
Amidst the misfortune of fear, isolation, and sickness
A green and clean milieu illuminated freshness in the campus.
When the Virus shut the doors and windows of hospital corridors,
‘Service in Love’ impelled us to save and preserve lives.
The Management of Holy Spirit Hospital bridged the way to BMC,
To embrace the challenge with faith, hope, and love in modesty.
As the patients flocked in desperation to revive from COVID-19
The staff in dedication risked themselves, freeing many from COVID-19.
The campus saw a paradigm shift from top to down
That refashioned the structure from wings to floors.
The life-story of warriors stirred in thick and thin
The Mango groove garden turned out oxygen like a green pasture.
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God of Health tested the power of the Virus in many of us
God of Healing cleansed and healed most of us
God of Strength enhanced the immunity of a few of us
And God of Life indeed blessed our Executive Director Sr Sneha SSpS,
As a plasma donor, ‘the first woman in India to donate 4 times’!
We honor the enduring spirit of our patients
We appreciate the cooperation of the relatives and caretakers
We value the hard work and commitment of our doctors, nurses, and staff
And we salute the sacrifice and prayers of many kind hearts.
We sensed the challenge and so, we welcomed change…
Through our Service in Love, May God be glorified!
Service in Love means Holy Spirit Hospital
Holy Spirit Hospital means Service in Love
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International Days observed by the United Nations
Every year, governments, civil society, the public and private sectors, schools, universities
and, people like you and me organise and participate in activities. If you can raise
awareness through social media, tell us about it on mumbaiaoe@gmail.com. Click on each
icon to know more…

10

February

World Pulses Day

03
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March

March

March

World Wildlife Day

International Day of
Forests

World Water Day
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Change to me is…
MASS: Minimalising,
Adapting, Simplifying
and Sharing
Wirra Dias

To make the future
course of my attitude
to the environment
around me different from
what it is so that it can be
enjoyed by
future generations.
Vivena Rodrigues

Walking, whenever
possible, instead of
taking a cab. Good for
Mother Earth and my
own health!
Joan Lobo

Grains-to-Greens

Shaving only once
a week. I am saving water
and not polluting it with the
shaving cream. Also, less
air pollution with the after
shave lotion.
Fr Joe Gonsalves

Being more
aware and
Head, AOE
conscious of my actions
and my laziness to take action
when it's needed. I am also going
Eco Ambassador
to try a bucket bath instead of a
Buying less,
shower.
wasting less, consuming
less and loving Mother
Gillian Rodrigues
Eco Ambassador
Saying no to
Nature more.
Having green
chemical fertilisers
Fr Joshua D’Souza
windows by running
and composting
Executive Secretary,
creepers
over the open
Commission for
at home
Ecology, CCBI
window grills. Let GREEN
Fr Joel Noronha
be everywhere around us.
Refusing paper
Director,Maharashtra
Prabodhan Seva
Sr Gloria Ferrao
napkins, paper towels,
Mandal
Eco Ambassador
paper plates, straws, and
A shift in
disposable water bottles at
mind-set, saying
every
possible opportunity and
no to what I want and
ensuring that a polite yet clear
yes to what Mother
reason is communicated
Being
Earth needs.
when I do so.
the change
Giselle Wilson
within
and then radiate
Eco Ambassador
Suren
outwards. I’ve started on my
inward journey long ago, and
now on the outward by being
Reducing the use
Clothes that are functional,
an agency of change
of non-recyclable
look good and can be
products
Hetal Jobenputra
worn in all seasons.
Eco Ambassador
Charlene D’Souza
Reagan Creado
Organic Farm Consultant

Eco Ambassador

Sacred Heart, Vashi
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Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 2021
from Bishop Allwyn D’Silva,
Fr Joseph Gonsalves, the Green Diocese team and all green lovers
in the Archdiocese of Bombay.
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St Pius X College,
Aarey Road, Goregaon (E),
Mumbai 400 063
P : +91 22 29270953
E : mumbaiaoe@gmail.com
W : www.mumbaiaoe.webs.com

